Option 1

Medium Jewelry Board $35
A 2 foot by 7 inches board that can be decorated using
our library of vinyl shapes, flowers, birds, animals etc. Your
guests will then add pins which they will pre-paint to suit and
hammer in place in whatever shape they like.
Option 2
Canvas $20
A 14 by 14 inch Canvas that your guests can
paint as they please and/or use our vinyl shapes.
We can also print an Initial for a name and
they could decorate with birds, flowers, sports,
dates, etc

Option 3 12ʺx 12ʺ Texas Home Sign, $35
A wooden square sign that your guests
can customize with a choice of colors and
embellish with hearts and a selection of
other small vinyls. All other state shapes are
available on request.

Option 4

Initial Board $35
A wooden background board with a smaller
wooden board attached with your initial painted
on the front. Your guests will choose colors to
suit and can embellish with some of our small
vinyl designs if they wish.

Option 5

Skinny Centerpiece Box (12 inch) $35
A versatile and cute wooden box that can be used for a
multitude of things, pencil holding, makeup, treats,
plants, jewelry etc.
Your guests will have fun sanding and putting together
this box and customizing designs and colors.
Option 6
Skinny Hook Board (3 Hooks) $35
A 2 foot wooden board with three hooks and a
small wooden shelf, this is great for a multitude
of items. Hand bags, ID, keys and even have
space for small items on the top such as small
jewelry boxes or a photo. Your guests will have
fun putting this together and choosing
colors.

Party Times
Party times are depended on whether regular classes have been booked. Please
call us to check availability. 512 961 6101
Food and Drink
Arrange and bring your own food and drink (BYOB) or talk to us and
we can put you in touch with local caterers and chef ’s. We are lucky to
have an on site chef Beau Been, owner of the Traveling Bistro
www.travellingbistroaustin.com who can cater and personalize your
food requirements.

